
Fabric Requirements:
11 Assorted Fat Eighths (For Scrappy Blocks)
2 Fat Quarters (For Scrappy Blocks and centers of the four Center Blocks)
       * I chose a red tone-on-tone swirl for the background of the �ing 
         1 and �ing 2 Patch Appliqués and the Robert Kaufman Cat in 
         the Hat �ing 1 and �ing 2 print for these squares.
2 Fat Eighths of solid Red and Blue (For borders of four Center Blocks )
       * I chose the blue to surround the red tone-on-tone centers for 
         the �ing 1 and �ing 2 Patch Appliqués and the red to surround 
         the �ing 1 and �ing 2 print.
2 Fat Eighths of White and Black (For Patch Appliqués)
1/4 yard of Fusible Web (For Patch Appliqués)
      * Whichever fusible you’re most comfortable with is good. Brands 
         I’m most familiar with and have used before are Heat and Bond, 
         Wonder-Under, or SoftFuse.
3/8 yd Binding
1 1/4 yd Backing

Other Supplies:
�read to coordinate with fabric for topstitching machine appliqués.
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�is pattern was a free tutorial and can be found on my blog at 
sarahrosequilts.wordpress.com. If you have any questions, feel free to email me 
at sarah@sarahrosequilts.com. Happy Quilting!

Also, please check out my website at sarahrosequilts.com!
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Finished Quilt Size 36” x 36”
Read all directions before you begin.
Measurements include ¼” seam allowance.
Sew with right sides together.
WOFE = Width of Fat Eighth
WOFQ = Width of Fat Quarter

Cutting Instructions:

From each of the 11 Assorted Fat Eighths 
for Scrappy Blocks:

Cut 2 strips 3½” x WOFE
     Subcut into 4 – 3½” x 6½” strips 
     and 1 – 3½” x 3½” squares

From each of the 2 additional Assorted Fat Quarters for 
Scrappy Blocks and Center Blocks:

Cut 1 strip 6½” x WOFQ
     Subcut into 2 – 6½” x 6½” squares
Cut 2 strips 3½” x WOFQ
     Subcut into 4 – 3½” x 6½” strips 
     and 1 – 3½” x 3½” squares

Note: You will need a total of 48 strips and 12 squares. If using 
13 fabrics, these cutting instructions will yield you an extra 4 
strips and an extra 1 square. �e four 6½” squares cut from the 
fat quarters will be used for the centers of the Center Blocks. �e 
other strips and squares cut from the fat quarters will be used 
with the strips and squares cut from the fat eighths to make the 
Scrappy Blocks.

From each of the Solid Red and Solid Blue Fat Eighths for 
Center Block borders:

Cut 2 strips 2” x WOFE
     Subcut into 4 – 2” x 6½” strips 
     and 4 – 2” x 9½” strips

Sewing Instructions:

Scrappy Block:
Take all 48 of your 3½” x 6½” strips and 12 of your 3½” 
squares and get ready to assembles your scrappy blocks! 
Fabric block 1 shown in the image that follows represent 
your 3½” squares and fabric blocks 2 through 5 represent 
your 3½” x 6½” strips. Follow the directions in the following 
steps to assemble your scrappy blocks.

Step 1: To assemble the scrappy block, start by sewing 
fabric 1 to fabric 2. Press toward fabric 2. 

Step 2: Next, sew fabric 3 to fabric 4. Press toward fabric 4.

Step 3: �en sew the unit created in Step 2 (of fabric 3 and 
4) to fabric 5. Press toward fabric 5.

Step 4: Finally, take both units you created from Step 1 and 
Step 3 and sew to make the following block. Press toward 
bottom unit. Repeat, making 12 scrappy blocks total.

Center Blocks:
Take the four 6½” x 6½” squares and solid red and solid blue 
strips and get ready to assemble your four center blocks!

Step 1: To assemble your four center blocks, start by sewing 
on 2” x 6½” strip to the top and bottom of your 6½” square. 
Press away from center block. 

Note: I used a red fabric for the centers with the solid blue 
border to create �ing 1 and �ing 2 Patch Appliqués. I used 
the Robert Kaufman’s Dr. Seuss �ing 1 and �ing 2 print from 
the Cat in the Hat line for the centers of the other two blocks 
with the solid red borders.
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Step 2: �en take your two 2” x 9½” and sew to either side 
of unit made in Step 1. Press away from center block. Make 
four of these blocks – two from the red and two from the 
blue.

If you are making your quilt to look like the sample, you 
should have two of these blocks that have red centers with 
blue borders and two blocks with the �ing 1 and �ing 2 
print as the centers with solid red as the borders.

Patch Appliqués: 
Take two of the four Center Blocks you just made and get 
ready to appliqué!

Step 1: Trace appliqué patterns of �ing 1 and �ing 2 circle 
shapes onto paper side of your fusible web. You will need to 
trace each piece separately onto the fusible web.

Step 2: You should now have four appliqué pattern pieces 
drawn onto the fusible web. Rough cut around each about a 
quarter to a half an inch away from drawn line.

Step 3: Take your fusible web and put it fusible side (the 
rough/non-papery side) down onto the wrong side of the 
fabric specified in pattern and fuse to fabric.

Step 4: Carefully cut out the appliqués on the drawn lines.

Step 5: Remove paper from your appliqué piece, find the 
middle of your center block, and iron to fuse appliqués 
down to two of your Center Blocks.

Step 6: To make sure appliqué is secured, I like to machine 
stitch it down. (Fusible appliqué will be fine if you don’t 
stitch it down, but runs the risk of fraying or coming up 
more easily after being washed/used. I highly recommend 
stitching the appliqués down for security.) For this quilt, I 
used a straight stitch and sewed about an eighth to a 
quarter inch inside the raw edges with thread that matched 
the fabric I was sewing on.

Assembling the quilt:
Step 1: To assemble your quilt, take your 12 scrappy blocks 
and your 4 center blocks and layout in desire pattern with 
the 4 center blocks in the center of the quilt.

Step 2: Sew blocks into rows as shown in image below.

Step 3: Take your four rows and sew together. Your quilt top 
should look like the image below.

Finishing:
Finish your quilt by layering your finished quilt top, batting 
and backing. Quilt layers together and bind. (Fabric 
requirements are for 2½” cut strips for binding.)
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Trace just this outer circle of 
the black part of this appliqué 
piece. Iron this on the black 
fabric. Do the same for the 
�ing 2 shape below.

Trace around the outer edge of 
the white circle AND trace the 
letters within the same appliqué 
piece. Iron this piece on the 
white fabric. You will cut the 
letters out of the white circle 
appliqué. Repeat, doing the 
same for the �ing 2 shape 
below.

You should end up with four 
appliqué pieces traced onto 
your fusible web. Two circles 
you’ve traced from the outer 
black shapes and two circles 
with letters on the inside 
you’ve traced from the inner 
white shapes.
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